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This RTMP living stream ip camera comes with a micro SD card slot which supports up to 128GB capacity
for motion detection recording and playback by iEaglecam App, under wifi/3G/4G networks. Video files will
be overwritten automatically when it is full. No worry about missing any important events. Moreover, this
CCTV camera comes with one built-in mic and speaker. You can listen and talk at any time anywhere. Also
it will transfer both video and audio together in recording. You will not only see, but also hear what is going
on via  iEaglecam App.

PLAYBACK

Playback video in all major formats including RTSP, WebRTC, RTMP, HLS, HTTP, HTTPS, MMS, UDP
and many more! Support of various subtitles and metadata formats.

STREAMING & MOBILE IP CAM

Convert your phone into an IP camera or broadcast video to millions, thanks to encoding and streaming in
all popular formats such as WebRTC, RTSP, RTMP push/publish and HLS.

RECORDING

https://www.ibizexpert.com/products/detail/rtmp-live-streaming-ptz-ip-camera-25


Record video that you play or video from your camera. Store recordings locally on the phone, on the Cloud
or on any S3 compatible network storage in standard MP4 or TS formats, with our without re-encoding.

PLAYBACK

Playback video in all major formats including RTSP, WebRTC, RTMP, HLS, HTTP, HTTPS, MMS, UDP
and many more! Support of various subtitles and metadata formats.

STREAMING & MOBILE IP CAM

Convert your phone into an IP camera or broadcast video to millions, thanks to encoding and streaming in
all popular formats such as WebRTC, RTSP, RTMP push/publish and HLS.

RECORDING

Record video that you play or video from your camera. Store recordings locally on the phone, on the Cloud
or on any S3 compatible network storage in standard MP4 or TS formats, with our without re-encoding.

SUPPLIER
camera security solution for live streaming webcasting
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